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Abstract

Electric drive vehicles (EDV) have received much attention recently because of their environmental and energy benefits. In
an EDV, the motor drive system directly influences the performance of the propulsion system. However, the available DC voltage
is limited, which limits the maximum speed of the motors. At high speeds, the inverter voltage increases if the square wave (SW)
voltage (six-step operation) is used. Although conventional direct torque control (DTC) has several advantages, it cannot work
in the six-step mode required in high-speed applications. In this paper, a single-mode seamless DTC for AC motors is proposed.
In this scheme, the trajectory of the reference flux changes continuously between circular and hexagonal paths. Therefore, the
armature voltage changes smoothly from a high-frequency switching pattern to a square wave pattern without torque discontinuity.
In addition, because multi-mode controllers are not used, implementation is more straightforward. Simulation results show the
voltage pattern changes smoothly when the motor speed changes, and consequently, torque control without torque discontinuity
is possible in the field weakening area even with a six-step voltage pattern.
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NOMENCLATURE

ωr : Motor Speed
ωr* : Reference Speed
Te* : Reference torque
Te : Motor torque
Ψ* : Reference flux
Ψ*new : New reference flux
Ψ*m : Minimum of the reference flux
Ψ*av : Average of the reference flux
Vdc : DC voltage
∆Te : Torque error
∆Ψ : Flux error
∆Te* : Torque hystersis
dte : Torque signal
dΨ : Flux signal
VaN(θ ) : Phase voltage
ρs : Phase angle
θ r : Rotor angle
ωc : Crossover speed
Ψmax* : Maximum of the reference flux
Ψmin* : Minimum of the reference flux
Delta(δ ) : Angle of non- switching area
α : Angle between phase angle and center of

delta
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, electric drive vehicles (EDVs) have received
much attention because they can reduce environmental and
energy problems. In all types of EDVs, including electric
vehicles, electric hybrid vehicles, and fuel cell vehicles, the
performance of the electric motor and its drive system affect
the vehicle handling, the ride quality, and the maximum
travel range. Therefore, a comprehensive design of propulsion
motors and their controller systems is essential [1]–[4].

The conventional structure of motor drives for electric
vehicles is shown in Fig. 1. As shown in this figure, the
available DC link voltage of the inverter (Vdc) depends on
the battery level and the booster converter. When the battery
voltage is limited, the voltage of the booster converter is
also limited because of circuit isolation and safety issues.
Consequently, the DC link voltage of the inverter is limited,
which in turn limits the inverter output. Because the back-
EMF of the motor armature increases at higher speeds due to
the limited voltage, the armature current and consequently the
motor torque can be limited. Thus, for a pre-fixed Vdc, the
motor speed and consequently the vehicle speed are limited
[5].

If the inverter switching pattern changes from a sine wave to
a square wave (SW), the inverter voltage and consequently the
maximum speed of the motor increase. The voltage of a square
wave is approximately 27% higher than that of a sinusoidal
wave with equal peaks. In addition, with a square pattern, the
switching loss decreases. Because the SW pattern includes the
harmonics of the fundamental frequency, this pattern should
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TABLE I
MOTOR SPECIFICATIONS THE CORRESPONDING 3-PHASE VOLTAGE OF THE

VOLTAGE VECTORS

Vector VcN VbN VaN Vbc Angle
U0 0 0 0 0 For δ=0
U1 Vdc 0 0 −Vdc −π/3+δ /2<α<π/3-δ /2
U2 Vdc Vdc 0 0 δ /2<α<2π/3-δ /2
U3 0 Vdc 0 Vdc π/3+δ /2<α<π-δ /2
U4 0 Vdc Vdc Vdc 2π/3+δ /2<α<4π/3-δ /2
U5 0 0 Vdc 0 π+δ /2<α<5π/3-δ /2
U6 Vdc 0 Vdc −Vdc 4π/3+δ /2<α<2π-δ /2
U7 Vdc Vdc Vdc 0 For δ=0

only be applied at higher speeds, at which the motor acts as
a low-pass filter. At lower speeds, the sinusoidal switching
pattern should be employed, as shown in Fig.2. To avoid torque
discontinuity, switching between these patterns must be done
seamlessly [6].

However, for traction applications, the motor drive needs
a fast torque response with a straightforward mechanism.
Especially for vehicles with multi-motor propulsion systems
include in-wheel motors, fast torque response is very essential
[7]. A comparison of various motor drives shows direct torque
control (DTC) drive has several advantages and the torque
response is much faster than any AC or DC drive [8]. However,
with a conventional DTC, the square wave or the six-step
mode required at high speeds is not possible [9]. Therefore,
to achieve an accurate seamless transformation between the
conventional DTC and the six-step operation, several studies
are now being conducted.

In some studies, third harmonics injection with space vector
modulation (SVM) [10] or pulse-width modulation (PWM)
[11] have been employed. With this method, the fundamental
voltage is less because the complete six-step mode cannot be
achieved. In [12], space vector PWM with a pulse-dropping
algorithm is proposed; however, in this method the control
over modulation decreases and the motor harmonic losses
grow. The DTC-SVM proposed in [13] requires complicated
calculations and cannot work completely in the six–step mode
[14]. In [15], a novel DTC-SVM with a fast torque response
and the capability of six-step operation is proposed. However,
in this scheme, as in other DTC-SVM methods, complicated
calculations are essential and a fast digital processor is re-
quired [13]. In all the abovementioned methods, generating the
reference voltage vector is essential. In contrast, in hysteresis
based DTC, control is achieved without a reference voltage
vector.

In some researches multi-mode control algorithms are used
in order to achieve a smooth transition between different
patterns for reference voltage [14], [16]. In [14] and [16] the
control mode is changed considering a certain time interval.
However it is not clear how to determine the length of time
interval. On the other hand, the torque discontinuity may be
appear during the switching between control modes. In order
to avoid this torque fluctuation, a sophisticated mechanism is
essential, which leads to system complexity.

Although hysteresis based DTC is very straightforward, no
research on hysteresis based DTC with six-step capability has
been reported [14].

To avoid mentioned problems, in this paper, a new hysteresis

based DTC capable of six-step operation is proposed. Because
the conventional DTC cannot work in six-step mode, we
develop a new DTC with a modified flux trajectory. In this
approach, the motor flux trajectory is transformed continuously
between a circular shape and a hexagonal shape. Because the
inverter voltage changes from high-frequency switching to a
six-step square wave with only one control mode, seamless
torque control from a constant torque area to a constant power
region, and vice versa, is possible.

II. THE PROPOSED DTC

To activate the target-switching pattern in the proposed
method, the flux trajectory is modified. Fig. 3 shows the trajec-
tory of the reference flux. As shown in this figure, if the angle
of δ is changed between 0 to 60 degrees, the flux trajectory
changes from a circular to a hexagonal shape continuously.
In this figure, U1-U6 indicates the voltage vectors, which are
selected based on the motor flux and the phase angle. The
corresponding 3-phase voltage of the voltage vectors is shown
in Table I.

The block diagram of the proposed method is shown in
Fig. 4. As shown in this figure, the reference flux trajectory
is not constant, unlike that in conventional hysteresis based
DTC. The maximum and the minimum of the reference flux
are defined considering the phase angle and δ . The value of
δ is calculated based on the required fundamental component.
The fundamental component is defined based on the following:
inverter voltage, motor torque, reference torque, motor speed,
and crossover speed.

If the flux shape is changed, its average value varies.
This deviation needs to be considered in the computation
of the torque. Therefore, in the proposed method a torque
compensator unit is added to compensate for the effect of the
flux variation. In addition, the switching pattern is modified to
avoid unwanted switching when the flux sector is changed.

III. THE REFERENCE FLUX TRAJECTORY MODIFIER

If the reference flux is calculated properly, the flux trajectory
shifts continuously from a circular path to a hexagonal path.
The relation of the reference flux and the phase angle is shown
in Fig. 5. As shown in this figure, the new reference flux is
a function of the phase angle and δ . The new reference flux
amplitude is calculated in (1)-(2) considering Fig. 3.
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Fig. 1. Structure of an AC Motor Drive for Vehicle Applications.

Fig. 2. Comparison between (A) the sine wave and (B) the square wave.

IV. COMPENSATION OF THE REFERENCE TORQUE

As shown in Fig. 5, when δ changes, the flux average also
varies. For example, if δ increases, the flux average is reduced,
which leads to torque reduction. For proper control, the effect
of the variation of δ on the torque should be compensated.
To calculate the flux reduction, the reference flux average is
calculated by integration of the reference flux, as follows.
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The difference between the reference flux and the average
of the new reference flux is as follows.
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V. CALCULATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL COMPONENT

In DTC control based on the phase angle, two sequential
voltage vectors and a zero voltage vector are applied. However,
as the speed increases, the required reference voltage increases
and thus the duty cycle of the zero vector decreases. At the
crossover speed, only the non-zero voltage vectors are applied
to the motor. In our purposed method, when the speed becomes

higher than the crossover speed, the angle of δ increases
from zero. In this situation, one vector in the linear part
and two sequential vectors in the circular path of the flux
trajectory are applied. The duty cycle of the vectors depends
on the phase angle. For example, as shown in Table I, for
π/3+δ /2<α<2π/3-δ /2, U2 and U3 are applied. To calculate
the duty cycle of U2 and U3, the variation of the flux (∆ψ)
caused by these vectors is shown in Fig. 6. Here, D2 and D3
are the duty cycles of U2 and U3, respectively.

Because the amplitude of U2 equals the amplitude of U3,
D2 and D3 are calculated as follows.
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Therefore, (8) is achieved considering Table I and (6).
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Using a similar approach, VcN is calculated when U5 and
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Fig. 3. The reference flux trajectory.

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the proposed DTC.

U6 are applied sequentially, as shown in (9).
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For the other angles, VcN is calculated in (10) and (11).
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The coefficient of the fundamental voltage (b1) is calculated
by using Fourier coefficients of the voltage, as follows.
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Fig. 5. The relation of the reference flux and the phase angle.

Fig. 6. The variation of the flux caused by U2 and U3 for −π/6+δ/2< θ <
π/6−δ/2.

Fig. 7. Voltage, current, and speed for low-speed area.

Fig. 8. Voltage, current, and speed for middle-speed area.

Fig. 9. Voltage, current, and speed for high-speed area.

Fig. 10. Voltage, current, and speed for the maximum speed.
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Equation (15) expresses the relation between b1 and δ .
The δ angle can be calculated as a function of the required
fundamental voltage by interpolation of the data of (15).
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Fig. 11. Torque, speed, and flux for 0 to maximum speed.

Fig. 12. Voltage and torque for a multi-mode controller.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this paper, the simulation of the proposed DTC is
performed using Ansoft Simplorer with a surface permanent-
magnet synchronous motor, which has the parameters shown
in Table II. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7–Fig. 11.
As shown in Fig. 7–Fig. 10, at low speeds the voltage pattern
is similar to a conventional DTC, but, as the speed increases,
the voltage pattern changes smoothly to the square wave.
Likewise, at lower speeds, the motor current is completely
sinusoidal, and at higher speeds, the motor current shape
slightly deviates from the sinusoidal wave because of the
application of the square wave voltage.

Fig. 11 shows the torque, speed, and flux when the speed
changes from zero speed to the maximum speed. These results
show that torque control is possible in the field weakening
area even with the six-step voltage pattern without torque
discontinuity. In addition, as shown in the simulation results,
there is some torque ripple at higher speeds when the square
wave voltage is applied. However, the ripple does not appear
in the motor speed because at higher speeds the motor acts as
a low-pass filter.

The simulation results of a multi-mode controller [15],
undertaken using an almost similar motor, is shown in Fig.
12. As seen in this figure, the torque discontinuity appears
during control mode changing. Comparing figures 11 and 12
shows that in our proposed method, the torque discontinuity
is lower than multi-mode controllers.

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE SURFACE PERMANENT-MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS

MOTOR

Rotor Resistance 0.0522 Ohm
Stator Inductance d-axis 1.8 mH
Stator Inductance q-axis 1.8 mH

Rotor Flux 0.16 Wb
Number of Pole Pairs 4

Vdc 500 Volt

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel single-mode seamless DTC for AC
motors is proposed. Though seamless control is not possible
by conventional DTC, our proposed method can apply torque
control without torque discontinuity. In our method, the motor
flux trajectory is modified to change between circular and
hexagonal paths continuously. Therefore, the inverter voltage
changes smoothly from high-frequency switching to a square
wave with only one control mode. This algorithm is more
straightforward than current technologies, which are based
on multi-mode controllers. The simulation results show that
at low speeds the voltage has a high-frequency switching
pattern, but changes smoothly to the square wave as the speed
increases. The torque control without torque discontinuity is
possible in the field weakening area even with the six-step
voltage pattern.
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